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CIRCUITS THEORY AND ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS
Paper - I (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
(For the Academic Year 2021-22 only)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii) 
1. Define resistance and mention its units.


2. Find the value of resistor with the following colours are printed on

the resistor.
Brown, Black, Brown, Gold


3. Define co-efficient of coupling.
‘Coefficient of coupling’ 

4. Write the applications of transformer.


5. Define capacitance and mention it’s unit.
Capacitance 

6. What are the losses of capacitors?


7. Define electric current and mention its units.


8. Define power and state its units.


9. What is meant by frequency and write its units?


10. Name the different types of wire joints.


11. What is the  need of connector in electric circuits and mention some
connectors?
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12. Write the different types of switches.


13. Write the soldering methods used in PCBs.
PCB 

14. Mention the methods of  SMD Soldering.
SMD 

15. Distinguish between Primary and Secondary cells.


SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30
Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Derive the formula for calculations the equivalent resistors of three

resistors R
1
, R

2
, R

3
 are connected in parallel.

R
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17. Explain the construction & working of AF and RF  transformers.

AF RF 
18. Derive the equation for total capacitance when three capacitors are

connected in series.


19. Derive the equation for impedance in RC series circuit.
RC 

20. Derive the equation for resonant frequency in RLC series resonance
circuit.
RLC 

21. Explain the constructional details  and working of electromagnetic
relay.


22. What are the steps used in screen printing of PCBs?
PCB 

23. Write the importance of temperature controlled soldering and
desoldering station.


24. Write the advantages and disadvantages of Surface Mount
Technology over PTH.
PTH Surface mount technology (SMT) 

25. Compare lead acid cell, nickel iron cell and nickel cadmium cell.


__________


